
My class is going to make you look at 
where you draw your strength from. I’ve 
had lots of things go wrong in my life as 
I am sure that we all have so I decided 
to sit down & look at the things/people 
that keep me strong & make me who I 
am. Please feel free to adapt my layout 
in anyway you wish, you can perhaps 
change the theme slightly & look at what 
your personal strengths are or change the 
title & them altogether.

8 x 6 landscape photo - either of yourself 
or something or someone that gives you 
strength(mine is of me & DH) 
5 or 6 smaller photos no bigger than 

about 2”by2” these make up the tag 
book, they should again include people or 
things you draw strength from 
 
1 full sheet of patterned paper(I have 
used Basic grey Dawson Layers)
1 12” x2 strip of coordinating patterned 
paper(You can take this from your 
cardstock) 
Scraps of other coordinating patterned 
paper(all mine are from the BG Dawson 
range) - this is for decorating the tag book 
 
1 sheet of a dark cardstock (I have used 
Thunder) 
1 sheet of a mid cardstock (I have used 
Stormy) 
1 sheet of a coordinating mid cardstock(I 
have used stonewash) 
Just ensure that the cardstock you pick 
goes with the patterned paper you have 
chosen 
 
Assortment of coordinating ribbons or 
fibres - 1 piece needs to be at least 12 
inches but the rest can be scraps. 
 
Embellishments: Pick a selection of your 
favourites that coordinate with the papers 
you have chosen. I have used brads,butt
ons,blossoms,washer words etc . These 
will mainly be used to decorate the tag 
book.

Fonts: Bickley Script - this is what I have 
hand cut the main word in my title from 
you can also use letter stickers, rubons, 
foam stamps so have all of those handy. 
 

Optional extras 
Corner Rounder 
Black Ink pad or other ink pad that 
coordinates with your papers 
Dymo tape 
Alphabet stamps

1. To start cut your patterned paper 
down to about 10 x9, if you have a corner rounder then round all 4 
corners.

2. Cut a piece from your coordinating mid cardstock(mine is 
stonewash) to about 3 x 3 ½ , again round all 4 corners if you can.
3. Now from your mid cardstock(Stormy) cut a piece that is 8 x 
2 ½ 
4. If you want to now is the time to ink the edges of your 
cardstock with either black ink or another colour that coordinates 
with your layout
5. Stick your main photo roughly in the 
centre of the patterned paper & place this 
on the dark background(Thunder)
6. Now arrange the other 2 pieces of 
cardstock under the patterned paper so that 
some is sticking out. Use the picture of my 
layout to work out rough placing.
7. Once you have all these pieces 
how you want them then stick them all 
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down to your background piece of cardstock.
8. Next place your 12 x 2 strip of either 
coordinating patterned paper or cardstock 
horizontally under the photo. I have tied 3 ribbons 
around one end of mine but you can either use 
another embellishment like a blossom or a tag or 
leave that area blank.
9. In the top left hand corner I have used 
buttons & ribbon as embellishments but use 
whatever you have to hand that matches your 
layout.
10. I have hand cut the word Strength by 
reversing it in Word. The font is Bickley Script. You 
can either hand cut your title using this font or a font 
of your choice or maybe use foam stamps, stickers 
etc.

Instructions for the tag book

1. Take a 5 x 12 strip of cardstock & score a 
line every 3 inches
2. Now fold the strip so that it concertinas & 
snip off the top 2 corners so that it looks like a tag.
3. Using your scraps of patterned paper 
decorate the inside of the tag book however you 
would like. The 2nd & 4th pages in my tag book are 
actually pockets which I have machine sewn & have 
tags with my journaling tucked inside them. If you 
want to include pockets then either machine sew, 
hand sew, staple or glue down the right hand, left 
hand & bottoms sides ensuring that a tag can easily 
fit inside.
4. You are now ready to add your photos & 
embellishments however you like. I have used a 
mixture of buttons & ribbons to decorate mine plus 
have added strips of Dymo tape & used alphabet 
stamps to add wording.
5. Once you have finished the inside of the 
tag book you are ready to decorate the front. I have 
used a quote on the front of mine ‘ Never lose sight 
of what brings your strength’ . I have included some 
quotes below from you to chose from.
6. The last thing to complete the tag book is 
adding some ribbon or fibres to fasten it. I have 
made a little paper clasp out of cardstock threaded 
with ribbon to fasten mine but you can just tie ribbon 
around it making sure you fix it securely on the 
back. 
7. When your tag book is complete you can 
attach it to the front of your layout.

Title Ideas

Sharing Strength

Quiet Strength
Definition of Strength
Inner Strength
Where I find my strength

Quotes
To love someone deeply gives you strength. Being loved by 
someone deeply gives you courage. – Lao Tzu

Mastering others is strength. Mastering yourself is true power 
– Lao Tzu

Be faithful in small things because it is in them that your 
strength lies – Mother Theresa

Nothing is so strong as gentleness & nothing is so gentle as 
real strength – Ralph W Stockman

With the new day comes new strength & new thoughts 
– Eleanor Roosevelt

True strength is delicate – Louise Nelson


